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Abstract. Raman spectroscopy is a rapid nondestructive technique
capable of assaying chemicals in human artery tissues and character-
izing atherosclerotic plaques in vivo, but clinical applications through
optical fiber-based catheters have been hindered by large background
signals generated within the fibers. Previous workers realized that this
background was reduced significantly in the high wavenumber
�HWVN� Raman region ��2400 cm−1 to �3800 cm−1�, and with
proper selection of optical fibers, one could collect quality Raman
spectra remotely via a single optical fiber with no additional filters or
optics. This study compared lipid concentrations in coronary artery
tissue that were determined with chemical assay techniques to those
estimated from HWVN Raman spectra collected through a single op-
tical fiber. The standard error of predictions between the Raman and
chemical assay techniques were small for cholesterol and esterified
cholesterols, at 1.2% and 2.7%, respectively. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3130302�
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Introduction
mong the diseases of the industrialized world, atherosclero-

is is overwhelmingly the prime disorder that leads to serious
orbidity and death. Although any artery may be affected, the

orta and the coronary and cerebral systems are the prime
argets, with myocardial infarcts and strokes being two main
onsequences of the disease. The progression and regression
f atherosclerotic plaques appear to be related to the amount
nd type of lipids that accumulate in the intimae.1,2 The de-
ection of these plaques that are vulnerable to rupture may be
ided by classifying and quantifying the amounts of lipids,
uch as cholesterol and cholesterol esters, within the arterial
all.3,4

Raman spectroscopy is a rapid nondestructive technique
apable of assaying chemicals in human artery tissues and
haracterizing plaques in vivo.5–11 However, clinical applica-
ions through optical fiber-based catheters have been hindered
y large background signals generated within the fibers. Cath-
ters that have been used in vivo commonly manage the fiber
ackground by utilizing dedicated delivery and collection fi-
ers equipped with filters and optics at the end of the fiber
undle, often leading to a catheter that is too bulky for routine
ardiovascular use.12–14

Puppels and coworkers realized that the background signal
enerated from an optical fiber was reduced significantly in
he high wavenumber �HWVN� Raman region
�2400 cm−1 to �3800 cm−1�, and with proper selection of
ptical fibers, one could collect quality Raman spectra re-
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ax: �267� 880-1900.
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motely via a single optical fiber with no additional filters or
optics.15–17 These researchers pursued the technology and
demonstrated that there were large differences between the
HWVN Raman spectra of various structures and the compo-
nents of the human coronary arterial wall.18

We have built upon this previous work by evaluating
whether HWVN spectra can be used to quantify the relative
concentrations of lipid components in the coronary artery. Al-
though this study involved a limited sample population, the
preliminary results are encouraging and warrant further inves-
tigation into this technique. We collected spectra of homog-
enized coronary artery tissue through a single optical fiber,
developed a model of the spectra, and validated the model by
comparing its estimated chemical concentrations to those
measured by standard chemical assay techniques. The results
verify that HWVN spectra measured through a single optical
fiber can provide accurate compositional information of the
human coronary artery and raise the possibility of determining
this information in vivo via small-profile cardiovascular cath-
eters.

2 Materials and Methods
The approach of this study was to compare lipid concentra-
tions in coronary artery tissue that were estimated with
HWVN spectra to lipid concentrations determined by chemi-
cal assay techniques. We used homogenized preparations of
coronary artery tissue as opposed to ones with intact arterial
walls, since the minimum volume of material needed for the
chemical assays was much larger than that measured through
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single optical fiber �i.e. �1 mm3�.8,19,20 This section de-
cribes the spectroscopic instrumentation, tissue preparation
rocedures, and analytical techniques.

.1 Tissue Specimens
uman coronary arteries were acquired from the National
isease Research Interchange �NDRI, Philadelphia, PA�. Ar-

eries were dissected from the donor heart within 24 hours
fter death, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at
80°C until they were shipped on dry ice to our laboratory.
hey were stored at −20°C until their use several weeks later.

Coronary artery sections were prepared by thawing the tis-
ue sections in phosphate buffered saline and then removing
he adventitial layer from the coronary artery. The artery was
pened longitudinally to expose the lumen surface, and the
isease state was roughly assessed by gross examination. Iso-
ated regions of interest, ranging from normal to advanced
isease states, were submerged in liquid nitrogen and homog-
nized �BioPulverizer, BioSpec Products, Inc., Bartlesville,
K and SPEX 6770 Freezer/Mill, SPEX CertiPrep,
etuchen, NJ�. Segments harvested from the same heart and

xhibiting different stages of atherosclerosis were selectively
ombined before homogenization to produce tissue samples
ith varying amounts of specific lipid classes. Other methods
f mechanically preparing samples were explored and found
o be inferior. For example, preparations made by grinding the
issue in a ceramic mortar and pestle were contaminated with
ighly fluorescent particles.

The sample preparations were placed on a quartz micro-
cope slide, compressed laterally between two 1-mm-thick
uartz slides, and covered with a 100-�m-thick quartz cover-
lip. While the top slides were pushed together with the tissue
etween them, a slight downward pressure was applied on the
overslip until the tissue was well distributed throughout the
esulting cavity and in good contact with the coverslip. The
issue within the cavity was 1 mm deep, with a width and
ength determined by the volume of the specific sample.

.2 Raman Spectra Acquisition and Processing
aman spectra in the HWVN shifted region

2200 cm−1 to 3600 cm−1� were collected with a River Diag-
ostics HPRM2500 �Rotterdam, The Netherlands�, that had
een modified from its original free-space configuration to
ccept a single-fiber input. The system included a custom
eflective-grating spectrometer, a CCD camera �iDus CCD40-
1, Andor, Belfast, Ireland�, and a 671-nm diode-pumped
olid state laser �CrystaLaser, Reno, NV�. The system was
easured to have a spectral resolution of �5 cm−1 by deter-
ining the FWHM of the 2852.9 cm−1 Raman feature of cy-

lohexane. The instrument was calibrated for wavenumber
hift by interpolating between six known locations of spectral
eatures of cyclohexane �2664.4 cm−1, 2852.9 cm−1, and
938.3 cm−1� and acetaminophen �2931.1 cm−1,
064.5 cm−1, and 3102.4 cm−1�.

Excitation light was directed down a single 105-�m-core
.22-NA silica optical fiber that was 3 m in length.17 The
esulting scattered light from the sample was collected by the
ame fiber and directed into the spectrometer. The distal end
f the fiber was epoxied �H05-100-R2, Fiber Instrument
ales, Oriskany, NY� into a stainless steel hypotube and pol-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034009-
ished flat. The typical laser power exiting the fiber was
�75 mW. The spectral response of the system was calibrated
by placing the fiber probe against a poly�tetrafluoroethylene�
block and irradiating the sample with a tungsten-halogen light
source �LS-1, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL�.

The sample holder was placed onto a translation stage, and
the fiber probe was placed �100 �m from the surface of the
coverslip. Spectra were taken from hundreds of locations
throughout the sample volume with 500-ms measurement du-
rations at each location. All the spectra collected from a given
sample were combined to produce a single average spectrum.

Background signals were removed from the spectra by fit-
ting a third-order polynomial to the regions outside the Ra-
man signature and then subtracting the fitted polynomial. The
remainder was normalized by fitting a second-order polyno-
mial in the 2932 cm−1 to 2942 cm−1 region and dividing it by
the maximum value in the polynomial fit, producing a normal-
ized HWVN spectrum.

2.3 Chemical Assays
Each sample was sent to the Lipoprotein Analytic Laboratory
at the Wake Forest Medical Center �Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, Department of Pathology, Wake Forest,
NC� to undergo a series of chemical assays that would deter-
mine the absolute weight of free �nonesterified� cholesterol
�FC�, cholesterol esters �CE�, phospholipids �PL�, triglycer-
ides �TG�, and proteins �PT�. These results were then con-
verted into relative concentrations by dividing the weight of
each component by the sum of the weights of all five compo-
nents. The lipid assay was described by Carr, Andresen, and
Rudel;21 the protein assay was conducted with the modified
Lowry assay.22

We assessed the reproducibility of the chemical assays by
dividing one large homogenized tissue sample into nine por-
tions and then submitting each portion separately for analysis.
The standard deviation between the relative concentrations for
each compound was found to be: FC, �0.1%; CE, �0.3%;
PL, �0.1%; TG, �0.4%; and PT, �0.8%.

3 Model Development
A model of the HWVN spectra was developed with a calibra-
tion data set consisting of spectra and assay values from 14
unique homogenized tissue samples. Example spectra from
the calibration set spectra are shown in Fig. 1, which demon-
strates how the spectral features varied among samples in the
data set. The chemical assay results ranged for FC from �0%

2800 2900 3000 3100

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

wavenumber (cm
−1

)

A
U

Fig. 1 Spectra representing the variation within the calibration data.
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o �22%; CE, �4% to �29%; TG, �0% to �30%; PL,
1% to �8%; and PT, �40% to �90%. A matrix of the

quared correlation coefficients R2, which was used to check
or the independence of the chemical components, is given in
able 1. The spectra in the calibration set were decomposed
ith principle component analysis �PCA�, and the first four
ominant factors were retained, since the minimum standard
rror of calibration �SEC� occurred at that point for all
omponents.23,24

Prediction vectors for FC, CE, TG, PL, and PT, which are
hown in Fig. 2, were calculated with the four factors and the
ssay results. The prediction vectors provided an estimate for
given chemical concentration when a spectrum was pro-

ected onto them. An initial assessment of the predictive abil-
ty of this model was made by retrospectively examining the
alibration data set. The SEC for FC was 3.0%; CE, 3.3%;
G, 2.1%; PL, 1.4%; and PT, 5.0%. Charts comparing these
odel estimates with the chemical assay results are shown in
ig. 3. The hundreds of spectra taken from each sample were

ndividually processed to assess the residual inhomogeneity in
given tissue preparation; the error bars in Fig. 3 indicate the

tandard deviation of the calculated values.
Other techniques for processing the spectra were per-

ormed, such as partial least squares and classical least
quares, but were found to be more susceptible to errors with
ecreasing signal-to-noise ratios of the spectra.23,24 All nu-
erical analyses were preformed using Matlab® loaded with

he Statistics Toolbox �The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA�.25

Table 1 Correlation coefficients R2 between ass
tion data set.

FC CE

FC 1.0 0.66

CE — 1.0

TG — —

PL — —

PT — —

2750 2900 3050

wvn (cm
−1

)

A
U

Free Cholesterol

2750 2900 3050

wvn (cm
−1

)

A
U

Cholesterol Esters

2750

w

A
U

T

Fig. 2 Prediction vectors calculated using the
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034009-
4 Model Validation

We created a validation data set �N=7� to assess the predic-
tive ability of the HWVN spectra model. Tissue preparation
and data collection were performed with the same protocol
used for the calibration set. The relative component concen-
trations determined by chemical assay for the validation set
ranged for FC from �0% to �6%; CE, �1% to �14%; TG,
�2% to �22%; PL, �1% to �7%; and PT, �75% to
�87%.

The spectra were processed and analyzed with the model
to estimate chemical concentrations. Numerical comparisons
between the model predictions and the chemical assay results
are listed in Table 2, which details for each component the
standard error of prediction �SEP� and linear regression analy-
sis slopes �m�, y-axis intercepts �y0�, squared correlation co-
efficients �R2�, and P-values.23,24 Graphical representations of
the regression results are in Fig. 4 �left-side plot for each
component�, where the error bars indicate the standard devia-
tion of the values calculated from all individual spectra taken
from a given sample.

We utilized Bland-Altman analysis26 to compare the differ-
ences between the chemical assay and model estimates as
shown in Fig. 4, �right-side plot for each component�. The

means ��̄� and standard deviations �s� of the comparison dif-
ferences are also listed in Table 2 along with the 95% confi-
dence intervals for each parameter.

lts for each chemical compound in the calibra-

TG PL PT

0.24 0.45 0.52

0.14 0.24 0.61

1.0 0.16 0.03

— 1.0 0.23

— — 1.0

3050

−1
)

rides

2750 2900 3050

wvn (cm
−1

)

A
U

Phospholipids

2750 2900 3050

wvn (cm
−1

)

A
U
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mary PCA vectors and chemical assay results.
ay resu
2900

vn (cm

riglyce

four pri
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The comparison data for all the cholesterols, FC and CE,
ere combined to form a total cholesterol �TC=FC+CE� cat-

gory, which was also examined for prediction accuracy with
umerical values listed in Table 2 and a graphical comparison
iven in Fig. 4.

Discussion
he Bland-Altman analysis of the validation data set shows

hat HWVN Raman spectra analysis can quantify the relative
eights of cholesterols that are present in coronary artery tis-

ue to within a maximum error of a few percentage points.
hese results were obtained over a range where TC was
20% or less; a larger data set that covers a broader range
ay have a different outcome. The mean difference between

he Raman and chemical assay techniques for the total cho-
esterol content TC was �3.3%. For FC and CE, the differ-
nces were �1% and �2.6%, respectively, with correspond-
ng regression correlations of high statistical significance.
lthough the mean difference in PL was also very small at
0.5%, a poor correlation was calculated between the two

ssay techniques. This was likely due to the narrow content
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ig. 3 Retrospective comparison between the chemical assay �CA�
esults and the estimates made with the Raman spectra �RS� for each
hemical component in the calibration data. The diagonal line is the
:1 correlation line.

Table 2 Comparison data between the standard
data set.

Comp. SEP �%�

Regressio

m y0

FC 1.2 1.5±0.3 −0.5±1.

CE 2.7 1.0±0.2 2.6±1.

TG 6.1 0.4±0.3 2.0±3.

PL 2.1 −0.1±0.5 3.7±2.

PT 3.3 1.0±0.6 −2.5±51

TC 3.0 1.1±0.2 2.1±1.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 034009-
range of PL in the validation set, making PL estimates unre-
liable. The estimates of TG content compared to the assay
results were too low, as indicated by the strongly correlated
regression slope of 0.4 and a mean difference of 4.6�4.5%.
However, PT was accurately estimated with a �1.3% mean
error, a strong correlation, and a �1.0 regression slope. The
95% confidence intervals of the PT linear regression param-
eters were large, which was likely due to the limited range
covered by the data set. Strong trends are not apparent in the
Bland-Altman graphs, although FC appears to be underesti-
mated and TG overestimated with increasing concentration
levels. These results are similar to those obtained in earlier
work in the Raman fingerprint region.8 The salient addition of
this current study is that these estimates of compound concen-
trations were made with spectra gathered through a single
optical fiber.

and spectra model estimates with the validation

sis Bland-Altman Analysis

R2 P �̄ �%� s �%�

0.96 �0.001 −0.7±1.0 1.1±0.4

0.96 �0.001 −2.6±0.9 1.0±0.3

0.76 �0.05 4.1±4.5 4.8±1.7

0.08 0.55 0.5±2.1 2.2±0.8

0.77 �0.01 −1.3±3.0 3.3±1.2

0.98 �0.001 −3.3±1.2 1.3±0.5
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Our technique for analyzing the HWVN Raman spectra
as developed to quantify the content of specific lipids in the

rterial wall. Other compounds, such as specific proteins, gly-
osaminoglycans, and DNA, are also present in arteries, and it
ay be possible to expand the current spectral model to quan-

ify the concentrations of these compounds. In future work, it
lso may be possible to quantify macromolecules, such as
ipoproteins, and identify more lipids, such as specific phos-
holipids and cholesterol esters.

Study Limitations
orrelations exist in the calibration data between FC and CE,
s well as between each cholesterol category and protein,
hich may have reduced the number of independent variables

n the model development. Although these correlations are as
xpected when examining atherosclerotic tissue,3,4 they may
ave limited the number of PCA factors in our study. A larger
alibration data set may be needed, perhaps with added lipid
xtracts, to weaken internal correlations within the data set
nd refine the existing model.

Homogenized coronary arteries were used in this study
ecause previous studies on intact �unground� coronary artery
ections gave considerable spread to the Raman assay data as
easured against chemical assays.27 We concluded that point-

o-point spatial variations in the structure of arterial lesions
ade it difficult to compare the small region examined with
aman spectroscopy with the much larger volume examined
y conventional assay. Compounds that are present in large
oncentrations near the luminal surface of the artery but not
ignificantly present at locations deeper than the artery intima
ill be diminished in concentration via the homogenization
rocess and may become undetectable. Our ongoing studies
ompare HWVN Raman spectra with an intact arterial wall.
tudies are also underway to assess the performance of this

echnology with spectra collected by sideways-looking probes
n a blood field using cadaver arteries grafted onto living por-
ine hearts.28 Initial results indicate that measurement dura-
ions of a few hundred milliseconds can provide spectra of
ufficient quality for accurate composition estimates, but more
ork needs to be done to assess the effects of blood and

ollection times on the model estimates.

Conclusions
n this exploratory study, we have demonstrated that the rela-
ive chemical composition of a coronary artery can be deter-

ined with HWVN Raman spectra collected through a single
ptical fiber, allowing the possibility of small-profile catheters
or routine cardiovascular applications. The algorithms pre-
ented here are being integrated into a catheter-based system
hat can collect quality HWVN spectra from coronary arteries,
llowing characterization of the coronary artery wall in vivo,
nd may act as a diagnostic tool for the detection of vulner-
ble plaques. Although this study involved a limited sample
opulation, these preliminary results are encouraging and
arrant further investigation into this technique.
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